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Manipulation of cold atoms using a corrugated magnetic reflector

P. Rosenbusch, B. V. Hall, I. G. Hughes,* C. V. Saba, and E. A. Hinds†

Sussex Centre for Optical and Atomic Physics, University of Sussex, Brighton, BN1 9QH, United Kingdom
~Received 20 September 1999; published 11 February 2000!

A corrugated magnetic reflector is realized by adding a bias field to a static magnetic mirror. This permits
real-time manipulation of a cold-atom cloud on time scales down to 100ms. We show that rotation of the bias
field generates a traveling corrugation of adjustable depth and velocity. Momentum is transferred from the
traveling wave to the atoms, resulting in a displacement of the cloud that depends on the wave velocity. This
is a step towards a new method of manipulation in which neutral atoms could be transported across the surface
by surfing along the moving wave.

PACS number~s!: 32.80.Pj, 03.75.Be, 39.10.1j
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The last few years have seen intense interest in man
lating laser-cooled atoms by various mirrors, lenses,
gratings. Much effort has been devoted to optical meth
reviewed in Ref.@1#, but great progress has recently be
made using static magnetic fields as reviewed in Ref.@2#. For
example, atom clouds and beams have been controlled
microscopically patterned magnetic surfaces@3# and
millimeter-sized arrays of magnets@4#. Such devices do no
heat the atoms and they can have a large active area.
recently, however, they could not be modulated and w
therefore unsuitable for time-dependent atom optics@5#. Mi-
crofabricated arrays of current-carrying wires have provid
one powerful approach to achieving time-dependent m
netic fields @6#. In this Rapid Communication we demon
strate another method. We show that a bias field added
microstructured permanent-magnet mirror produces a st
oscillating, or traveling corrugation. We also show that m
mentum is transferred from the traveling wave to the ato
resulting in a displacement of the cloud that depends on
wave velocity. This is a step towards a kind of ‘‘convey
belt’’ or motor for atoms, which could move them across t
surface@7#. Atom transport promises to be an important a
pect of the rapidly developing field of integrated atom opti
in which cold atoms confined above a microfabricated s
face are made to flow and interact with each other alo
prescribed paths in an analog of conventional integra
electronics@8,2,9#.

Our reflector is a piece of videotape on which we ha
recorded a magnetizationM0 cos(kx)x̂, x̂ being a unit vector
in the plane of the tape. The magnetostatic potential at he
y above the surface decays ase2ky, resulting@2# in a mag-
netic field of the formB1e2ky@2cos(kx)x̂1sin(kx)ŷ#. The
Zeeman energy of an atom above the surface
U52mzB1e2ky, wheremz is the projection of the magneti
moment onto the local magnetic field. For atoms mov
sufficiently slowly, mz is a constant of the motion and th
interaction potential depends only on the heighty. The gra-
dient of U gives a force perpendicular to the surface a
repels the atom whenmz is negative. This principle has bee
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the basis of all the magnetic mirror experiments to date. H
we investigate the addition of a small uniform applied fie
(Bx ,By ,Bz), which does not perturb the magnetization
the surface appreciably but simply adds to the field of
mirror. This gives the adiabatic potential

U52mz@B1
2e22ky22B1BG cos~kx1d!e2ky1BG

2 1Bz
2#1/2,

where BG
2 5Bx

21By
2 and tand5By /Bx . In our experiments,

B1'667 G is much greater thanBG andBz , which are both
&1 G. The potential close to the surface is therefore tha
the unperturbed mirror2mzB1e2ky plus a corrugation or
grating, mzBG cos(kx1d). The possibility of producing a
grating in this way was first pointed out by Opatet al. @10#,
but no experimental study of magnetic grating dynamics
been reported to date. In this Rapid Communication we fi
demonstrate the existence of the grating by measuring
angular distribution of atoms scattered from it and show t
the blaze can be adjusted by altering the strength ofBG . We
emphasize that in this experiment the pattern of reflec
atoms is entirely classical and does not require the diffrac
of de Broglie waves to be understood. Next, we investig
the interaction of atoms with a grating whose amplitude
cillates. Finally, we show, as was proposed in Ref.@7#, that a
rotating field generates a moving grating that can be use
transport atoms across the surface.

Before presenting the experiment, we develop a sim
approximate theory that explains the main features we
serve. We distinguish two regions of space.~i! Far from the
reflector,B1e2ky,BG , the force on the atom is weak an
we neglect it.~ii ! Close in,B1e2ky.BG , and the force is

Fx'kmzBG sin~kx1d!, Fy'2kmzB1e2ky. ~1!

This separates thex and y components of the motion. An
atom dropped from heighty5h spends a total amount o
time Tint in the inner region~ii ! given by @2#

Tint5
4

kA2gh
sech21SA2mzBG

mgh D . ~2!

Suppose also that thex coordinate of the atom does no
change appreciably in the mirror field~Raman-Nath approxi-
mation @11#!. The transverse momentum imparted by refle

,
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tion is thenFxTint , and the atom rises to its original height
a time A2h/g with lateral displacementj5j0 sin(kx1d),
where

j05
4mzBG

mg
sech21SA2mzBG

mgh D . ~3!

In a simpler model, the atoms reflect from the highest acc
sible equipotential as though from a hard surface, and t
the sech21 factor is absent. This is a poor approximatio
however, as this factor lies between 2 and 4 for a wide ra
of experimental parameters.

Our apparatus collects;53106 85Rb atoms in a conven
tional magneto-optic trap~MOT!, cools them to 24mK in
optical molasses, and optically pumps them into
uF53,mF513& ground state@1,3#. Now the cloud falls in
the dark under gravity onto the concave reflector, which
magnetized with a wavelengthl52p/k of 25.4mm and has
radius of curvatureR554 mm@3#. After reflection, a pulse of
laser light~5 ms, 60mW/cm2 s1 standing wave! produces
enough fluorescence for a charge-coupled-device~CCD!
camera to record the distribution of reflected atoms with
appreciably moving them under radiation pressure.

The atoms are released from a heighth5R/2 ~i.e.,
27.0 mm! so that the initial compact cloud is reconstruct
148 ms later at the original height after reflection from t
smooth mirror. This is shown at the bottom of Fig. 1. T
CCD image is on the left, with its~almost! Gaussian inten-
sity profile plotted on the right. The width, 3.3 mm full widt
at half-maximum~FWHM! is virtually all due to the initial
width of the cloud and determines the resolution of our s
sequent experiments. The mirror is corrugated by adiab
cally turning onBG in the ŷ direction, 54 ms after the releas
of the cloud from molasses. The left side of Fig. 1 sho
cloud images measured with various values ofBG , chosen to
be multiples of 0.13 G. Each image has had background l
subtracted by the following procedure. Atoms are collec
as usual, but the molasses is tuned to resonance, ca
rapid expansion of the cloud. After the usual 148-ms de
the background image is taken and then subtracted pixel
pixel from the image where the cloud was not blown aw
On the right of Fig. 1 we show the intensity profiles of eve
second image: the cloud first broadens then splits int
double-peaked structure asBG increases. According to Eq
~3!, a point cloud illuminating many wavelengths of the r
flector should exhibit a final number distributiondN/dj pro-
portional to 1/Aj0

22j2. After convolving this with theBG

50 instrumental distribution, we obtain profiles close to t
experimental ones, indicating that our simple two-zo
model is qualitatively correct. They are, however, 10 perc
narrower than the experimental curves, so we also num
cally integrated the equations of motion for a 24-mK point
cloud. After convolution with theBG50 profile this compu-
tation yields the solid curves given in Fig. 1, which are
good agreement with the data. The constant bump at pos
24 mm is a systematic error due to an unfortunately pla
wire inside the vacuum chamber that scatters the cloud fl
rescence. This bump is therefore not suppressed by the b
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ground subtraction. We obtain the same experimental
theoretical cloud shapes whenBG is applied alongx̂ instead
of ŷ. This is expected, as thep/2 rotation of BG merely
generates a quarter-wave shift of the grating pattern@d in Eq.
~1!#.

This experiment demonstrates that a permanent-ma
reflector can be corrugated in a well-controlled way by
applied field, and it opens the way to real-time control of t
reflecting surface. As a first demonstration of this we
placed the constant field by a modulated oneBG cos 2pft ŷ.
Figure 2 shows how the shape and width of the reflec
cloud ~FWHM! vary with f and BG . At low frequency the
grating is indistinguishable from a static one of amplitu
BG because the field is intentionally phased to reach
maximum when the center of the cloud reaches the gra
~at 74 ms!. At a few tens of Hz, the reflected cloud becom
narrower because there is a65-ms thermal spread of th
cloud and the early and late arrivals ‘‘see’’ less than t
maximum corrugation. Above 100 Hz the ensemble avera
over all oscillation phases, the profile becomes roughly
angular~inset in Fig. 2!, and the width becomes constant.
second strong decrease in the width is seen below 15 k
This can be understood by recalling@Eq. ~2!# that individual
atoms spend a finite timeTint'60ms interacting with the
mirror. When the oscillation period is shorter thanTint , the
transverse force averages away and the mirror becomes
again. In the first run with an oscillating field, we noticed
strong resonant dip in the mirror reflectivity due to spin flip

FIG. 1. Left: atom clouds split by bouncing on a corrugat
concave reflector. Black lines show the positions of peaks predi
by our theory. Center: values of corrugating fieldBG in gauss.
Right: intensity profiles. Solid lines show theory; dots are expe
ment data. Normalization is the only fitting parameter.
4-2
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This was moved to higher frequency by increasingBz to 0.82
G, which gave unit reflectivity over the whole frequen
range of Fig. 2. The two solid lines, calculated numerica
from the equations of motion, show that we understand
the important physical effects. The agreement shows t
even though the applied field oscillates, it continues sim
to add directly to the mirror field andmz remains an adia-
batic constant.

In our final experiment we use a rotating fie
BG(cos 2pft x̂6sin 2pft ŷ) to corrugate the reflector. Thi
causes the phased in Eq. ~1! to grow as62p f t and there-
fore makes a grating traveling along6 x̂ @7#. Figure 3 shows
how this grating influences the width and shape of the clo
It no longer narrows at low frequency, because each a
‘‘sees’’ a grating with the full depthBG . Indeed, the profile
inset into Fig. 3 shows that at 3 kHz, the cloud shape is

FIG. 2. Cloud widths after reflection from an oscillating gratin
Experimental results are indicated by open and filled circles
applied fields of 0.54 and 1.10 G, respectively. Lines: calcula
widths using numerical integration. Inset: cloud profile for a 2-kH
1.1-G grating with abscissa in millimeters.

FIG. 3. Cloud widths after reflection from a traveling gratin
Experimental results are indicated by open and filled circles
applied fields of 0.54 and 1.10 G, respectively. Solid lines: cal
lation using full equations of motion. Dashed lines: simplifi
theory described in the text. Inset: cloud profile for a 3-kHz, 1.1
grating with abscissa in millimeters.
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same as that from a static grating, whereas the oscilla
grating produced a triangular profile~as in Fig. 2!. This is a
clear demonstration that the grating is a purely traveling o
with no appreciable standing component. Once again
mirror becomes flat for frequencies above 15 kHz. This f
quency dependence can be derived assuming constax,
which gives the average horizontal forceF̄x on an atom in-
cident atx as

F̄x5
sin~p f Tint!

p f Tint
kmzBG sin~kx1p f Tint!. ~4!

The only difference between this and a static grating is
first factor, which amounts to a frequency-dependent roll-
of the effective static field strength. The dashed lines in F
3 show the cloud widths resulting from this simple mod
while the solid lines are the full time-dependent numeri
theory. Both exhibit good agreement with the data. This ro
off is not fundamentally different from the recent observ
tion by Henkelet al. @11# that scalar diffraction is suppresse
at grazing incidence. To see this, we note that the velocity
the grating isvgrating5 f l x̂, while that of the incident atom is
2A2gh ŷ. In the frame of reference moving with the gra
ing, grazing incidence therefore satisfies the conditionf l
.A2gh, and from Eq.~2! one finds at once that this i
essentially the same as the roll-off conditionf Tint.1.

An exciting aspect of the traveling grating is that it offe
the prospect of transporting cold atoms along a surface
order to investigate the velocity transferred from the grati
we switched the propagation direction of the wave betwe
1 x̂ and2 x̂ and measured the shift 2D in the center of mass
of the cloud. Division ofD by the 74-ms flight time gave the
velocity vcloud, which we plot in Fig. 4. In this experiment
the atoms are not bound to the grating but pass transie

FIG. 4. Center-of-mass velocity transferred to the cloud from
traveling grating. Two abscissa show the frequency of the field
the corresponding grating velocity. Experimental results are in
cated by open and filled circles for applied fields of 0.54 a
1.10 G, respectively. Lines: calculation using full equations of m
tion. Inset: difference between cloud profiles with left and rig
moving gratings at 6 kHz and 1.1 G.
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through it. According to our calculations they are transpor
by less than a micron duringTint . Nevertheless, we see th
an appreciable center-of-mass velocity is still imparted to
cloud. This cannot be explained in the constant-x, Raman-
Nath approximation, because that gives a symmetrical di
bution of reflection angles; it is the ‘‘surfing’’ of the atom
on the moving grating that producesvcloud. We have calcu-
lated this numerically and find good agreement with the
periment ~Fig. 4!. At low frequency we findvcloud}BG

2 f ,
with the usual roll-off bringingvcloud back to zero atf
51/Tint . The graph inset into Fig. 4 shows the differen
between cloud profiles for the two directions of a 6-kH
1.1-G grating. Naturally, the difference is most pronounc
on the sides of the cloud near68 mm.

Stronger coupling can be achieved between the atoms
the grating by increasing the strength ofBG . However, this
also increases the width of the cloud, making it too wide
be imaged through our optical system.~It is already too large
pt
m
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at 1.1 G dc—hence the absence of low-frequency points
the upper curve of Fig. 2!. In order to move more closely
towards the idea of an atom conveyor belt, the next step i
bind the atoms to the traveling wave, a project that is und
way in our laboratory now.

In summary, we have demonstrated that a static magn
mirror can be adapted by the addition of an external field
form a static, oscillating, or traveling grating of adjustab
depth. The reflected clouds observed are in good agreem
with theory and can be modulated at frequencies up to
kHz. We have also observed the momentum transferre
the center of mass of the cloud as a result of atoms surfing
the traveling wave.

We are indebted to Ben Sauer for much technical as
tance. This work was supported by grants from EPS
~UK!, the British Council, the Royal Society, and the Eur
pean Union.
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